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this was brought up more specifically Dr. Geisler strongly opposed it, feeling

that no one but members of the council should be at meetings of the council. I

was interested in being at this meeting because it brought me up to date on some

of the things I was thinking of and on someof the recent occurrences,though it
which

does seem strange to have an ADvisory Conimittee/wkik is not sent information

about desicisons or actions of ;the council, only of the joint meeting.

When Dr. Boice was here I asked how he as president of ;it, and the woman

the staff consists of four women,I believe, in Oakland, California, and I asked

how they handled things together, "Oh, " he siad, "I go twice a year to Oakland,

and," he said, "four times a year Mrs. what's-her-ftame comes herej# to see me."

It is quite a tesimony to considerable ability on the part of some

individuals in the leadership of the organization that an organization can work

smoothly with its control at such a distance apart from each other. Of course

they do have the meetings of the council twice a year at which their expenses

are paid to go all to one place and meet for two or three days.

Last ABout the beginning of September

Previous XHkoc to last fall I had received information about the Inerrancy

meetings. They were to be held in the Lcx Hyatt Regency O'Hare.,L in Chicago.

People had been invited a couple of years before to write papers. There were about

twenty papers on various subjects. For each gp paper someone was assigned to

write the paper, and then two men were assigned to writer the first and second

responses to it. This was done a couple of ; years ago. previously. The notices

said that all who wrote paprs would of course have all the expenses paid, papers

or responses; ;that others were who would liketo That would be about fifty people.

Then there could be another 50 to come to the meetings and listen. These members

of ;the Advisory Comm4ttee would be able to be among the 50 auditors if they

chose. should choose desired to apply. Registration for each would be $50.

Then ; there would have to be the expenses at the hotel. The man from mid-AMerica

had told me that he had to pay $50 to stay overnight/ two rears ago; Now -that rate
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